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The phase versus frequency function of the distortion product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) at
2f1  f2 is approximately invariant at frequencies above 1.5 kHz in human subjects when recorded
with a constant f2/f1. However, a secular break from this invariance has been observed at lower frequencies where the phase-gradient becomes markedly steeper. Apical DPOAEs, such as 2f1  f2,
are known to contain contributions from multiple sources. This experiment asked whether the phase
behavior of the ear canal DPOAE at low frequencies is driven by the phase of the component from
the distortion product (DP) region at 2f1  f2, which exhibits rapid phase accumulation. Placing a
suppressor tone close in the frequency to 2f1  f2 reduced the contribution of this component to the
ear canal DPOAE in normal-hearing adult human ears. When the contribution of this component
was reduced, the phase behavior of the ear canal DPOAE was not altered, suggesting that the breaking from DPOAE phase invariance at low frequencies is an outcome of apical-basal differences in
cochlear mechanics. The deviation from DPOAE phase invariance appears to be a manifestation of
the breaking from approximate scaling symmetry in the human cochlear apex.
C 2011 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3569732]
V
PACS number(s): 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Kc [BLM]

I. INTRODUCTION

Distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) are
signals generated in the cochlea and recorded in the ear canal
(Kemp, 1979). These signals are currently understood to be a
by-product of the active physiological processes linked to the
cochlear amplifier (Kemp, 2002). DPs are generated when a
healthy cochlea is simultaneously stimulated with two tonal
signals. The frequencies of these DPs are arithmetically related
to those of the stimulus tones. The DP at the frequency,
2f1  f2 (where f1 and f2 are the frequencies of the stimulus
tones, f2 > f1) is widely utilized for clinical and research purposes. The study reported here records and analyzes the
DPOAE at 2f1  f2 to study aspects of apical cochlear function.
A. Cochlear scaling

On observing the similarity in shape of the “phase difference” curves recorded at two different locations on the
basilar membrane of the squirrel monkey by Rhode (1971),
Zweig (1976) conjectured that the phase response of basilar
membrane motion was consistent with the scale invariance.
The phase difference reported by Rhode (1971) was essena)
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tially the difference in phase observed at the malleus and at a
certain location on the basilar membrane when the system
was stimulated over a range of frequencies. The total phase
accumulated at two basilar membrane locations appeared to
be approximately equal for their respective characteristic frequencies, as did the pattern of phase accumulation as a function of frequency. From this observation, Zweig argued that
phase of basilar membrane motion did not depend independently on either the stimulus frequency or the characteristic
frequency of the measurement location but rather, was determined by the ratio between the two; thus satisfying the definition of a scaled variable as one which depends only on the
ratio between two variables.
DPOAEs can be used as a metric of cochlear scaling. In
the “fixed ratio” paradigm, the frequency ratio between the
two stimulus tones (f2/f1) is held constant as the frequencies of
both tones are changed. The phase of the DPOAE recorded
using this paradigm, when plotted as a function of frequency,
typically remains approximately invariant above a species-dependent break in frequency (Shera et al., 2000). At frequencies
below this break, the phase of the DPOAE exhibits a non-zero
slope. In humans, the DPOAE phase accumulates between 0.5
and 1 cycles per octave below this break frequency, and the
behavior is secular (implying a continuation of the trend as frequency decreases). This break in DPOAE phase invariance has
been equated with the break in cochlear scaling.
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In recording DPOAEs with a constant f2/f1 ratio, and
assuming a logarithmic frequency-place map, the relative distance between the stimulus tones is maintained on the basilar
membrane. Given the definition of scaling provided above,
the phases of the stimulus tones encountered by distortion
generators (presumably outer hair cells) remain constant irrespective of the absolute frequencies of the stimulus tones.
Thus, the phase of the DPOAE generated using a fixed-ratio
paradigm remains approximately constant as a function of frequency. The reader is directed to a more in-depth description
and a visual demonstration of this phenomenon in Fig. 7 of
Shera and Guinan (1999). This scaling behavior has been
observed and reported repeatedly in the DPOAE literature
(e.g., Shera et al., 2000) and linked to the scaling that Rhode
initially observed in basilar membrane mechanics.
Although there is a break from the invariant phase-frequency behavior of DPOAE at frequencies below 1.5–2
kHz (Shera et al., 2000; Abdala and Dhar, 2010a,b), the features of this break and mechanisms contributing to it have
not been well characterized, While there is no question about
a link between DPOAE behavior and cochlear mechanics,
the mapping of basilar membrane motion to its distant
cousin, the DPOAE measured in the ear canal, is far from
clear. Below we consider a potential source for the deviation
from DPOAE phase invariance in the apex and its relationship to cochlear scaling.
B. Is the low-frequency DPOAE dominated by the
component from the DP region?

The tonotopic organization of the cochlea dictates that
the characteristic frequency place for DPOAEs that are lower
in frequency than the stimulus tones, such as the 2f1  f2
DPOAE, will be apical to that of the stimulus tones themselves. In these cases, the initial distortion energy is generated
at the region of overlap between the mechanical disturbances
caused by f1 and f2. A portion of the distortion energy generated travels back to the ear canal, but another portion travels
apically to peak at the distortion product (DP) region. This
apically traveling energy is subsequently reflected backward
and travels basalward and into the ear canal. Thus, the DPOAE
recorded in the ear canal is a mixture of two components from
different cochlear sources (e.g., Talmadge et al., 1999).
A critical difference between the two DPOAE components is in their phase behavior as a function of frequency.
While the phase of the component from the overlap region
where the DPOAE is generated, is essentially flat as a function of frequency, phase of the component from the DP
region, the putative reflection component, changes rapidly.
This difference in phase behavior is thought to derive from
differences in generation mechanisms (Moulin and Kemp,
1996; Talmadge et al., 1998; Mauermann et al., 1999a;
Shera and Guinan, 1999; Knight and Kemp, 2000; Kalluri
and Shera, 2001; Konrad-Martin et al., 2002). The component from the overlap region has been modeled to derive
from a nonlinear mechanism where the phase of the DPOAE
is determined entirely by the phases of the stimulus tones.
The component from the DP region, on the other hand, has
been modeled to derive from a linear reflection process
3116
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where the phase is determined by the phase of the stimulus
at a place-fixed “reflector” along the basilar membrane (Talmadge et al., 1998; Shera and Guinan, 1999).
Evidence supporting this two-component DPOAE
comes from experiments where the relative contribution of
one of the components is manipulated by a strategically
placed suppressor tone (e.g., Heitmann et al., 1998). The
component from the DP region can be successfully eliminated by a suppressor tone in close frequency proximity to
2f1  f2, thereby eliminating the characteristic component interference pattern of oscillating peaks and valleys (i.e., fine
structure) seen in the ear canal DPOAE response.
The phase of the DPOAE recorded in the ear canal is
determined by and resembles that of the dominant component. Most, if not all, reports on relative contribution of
DPOAE components to the ear canal measure agree on the
general dominance of the nonlinear component from the
overlap region at moderate and high stimulus levels, though
isolated frequency regions where the reflection component
dominates the ear canal signal can be identified in individual
subjects (see Mauermann et al., 1999b; Talmadge et al.,
1999 for examples). Because the component from the overlap region is typically dominant, the phase of the ear canal
DPOAE is fairly flat as a function of frequency for most of
the frequency range. This pattern changes in the lower frequencies where the rate of phase accumulation increases,
producing a steeper phase-gradient, qualitatively more similar to the reflection component. Given this, one might ask: is
the departure from the flat phase-frequency pattern at lower
frequencies a consequence of a dominant reflection component in the apical region of the cochlea? In this paper, we
report data from an experiment designed to rule out the hypothesis that a dominant reflection component produces the
non-zero DPOAE phase slope observed at low frequencies.
The influence and possible contribution of other factors,
such as middle ear transmission are also considered.
II. METHODS
A. Subjects

Ten normal-hearing adults participated as subjects. Four
of the 10 subjects were evaluated at Northwestern University
and the remaining six at the House Research Institute, in accordance with the guidelines of the Institutional Review
Boards of the respective institutions. The subjects were
between 20 and 29 years old; three were male and seven
female. All had hearing thresholds better than 20 dB hearing
level (HL) between 0.25 and 8 kHz, normal middle ear function and a negative history of ear pathology. Hearing thresholds and middle ear function were determined using an
Interacoustics Audio Traveler AA220 Audiometer (Interacoustics, Assens, Denmark) and the GSI Tympstar Middle
Ear Analyzer (Grason Stadler Inc., Eden Praire, MN).
B. Instrumentation and calibration

DPOAEs were recorded using a Macintosh computer
controlling a MOTU 828 MkII (Mark of the Unicorn, Cambridge MA) audio device (44.1 kHz, 24 bit). The output of
the MOTU was appropriately amplified and fed to either MB
Dhar et al.: Break in distortion phase invariance
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Quartz (Maxxsonics, Chicago, IL) 13.01 HX drivers (Northwestern) or Etymotic Research (Elk Grove Village, IL) ER2
tube phones (House Research Institute). The output of the drivers was coupled to the subjects’ ears through the sound tubes of
an Etymotic Research ER10Bþ probe microphone assembly.
Stimulus levels were calibrated using a depth compensation method (Siegel, 2009). The depth of probe insertion in
each subject’s ear was determined using the half-wave resonance peak in response to a chirp in the ear canal, normalized
to that recorded in a 50 ft long copper tube (ID ¼ 7.9 mm,
approximating that of the average adult ear canal). The pressure response recorded for a similar depth of insertion in the
Bruel and Kjaer (Naerum, Denmark) 4157 ear simulator (IEC
60318-4) was used to compensate the frequency response of
the sound sources. The goal was to deliver a close approximation of the desired sound pressure level (SPL) at the subject’s tympanic membrane. The compensation factor was
derived from a series of responses previously recorded with
the insertion depth of the probe varying in 1-mm steps.

transform (IFFT) was conducted on DPOAE recordings
from each octave-wide frequency segment using MATLABbased analysis software (NIPR) (Talmadge et al., 1999).
DPOAE distortion- and reflection-source components were
separated based on their respective group delays. During
IFFT and DPOAE complex pressure measured in the frequency domain was multiplied by a moving HANN window in
overlapping 50 Hz steps. The length of the HANN window
was adjusted on a logarithmic scale in accordance with the
cochlear frequency map and ranged from 400 Hz at the lowest DPOAE frequency to 930 Hz at the highest. Impulse
response (IPR) functions were determined for each window
and rectangular time-domain filters applied to each IPR to
extract the desired delay. The filtered windows of data were
then transformed back to the frequency domain by fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the level and phase of the distortion
(around the f1, f2 overlap) and reflection (at the DP region)
components were reconstructed.
2. Modeling the phase-frequency function

C. Stimuli and protocol

DPOAEs were recorded using a stimulus frequency ratio
(f2/f1) of 1.22 and stimulus levels of 65 (L1) and 55 dB SPL
(L2). The stimulus tones were swept in (f2) frequency between
0.5 and 4 kHz in octave-wide segments. Breaking the stimulus
sweep into octave-wide segments allowed us to perform a
greater number of averages at the lowest frequencies where
the data were negatively influenced by physiological noise.
Because obtaining high-quality recordings in the 0.5–1 kHz
octave was critical to define the break from scaling, 12 sweeps
were presented to obtain an average in the low-frequency
octave (compared to six sweeps presented in a typical adult
protocol). Average adult signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the
low-frequency octave was 27 dB. (Representative signal-tonoise ratios for the three, octave-wide recording bands are
graphically presented in a companion paper.) DPOAE recordings were also obtained with a suppressor tone placed at 0.2octave below 2f1  f2. Three levels of the suppressor tone (45,
50, and 55 dB SPL) were presented. The no-suppressor condition and the conditions with the three suppressor levels were
interleaved during the recording session.
DPOAE level and phase estimates were obtained using
a least-squares fit algorithm (LSF) as described by Long
et al. (2008) and yielded estimates every 2–4 Hz around 0.5–
1 kHz and every 12 Hz around 4 kHz. The noise floor was
estimated similarly after phase-inverting every alternate
sweep window. The phase was “unwrapped” by sequentially
subtracting 360 from all points beyond identifiable discontinuities. Additionally, the computed phases of the stimulus
tones, 2/1–/2, where /1,2 are phases of the lower and higher
frequency stimulus tones, respectively, were subtracted from
the estimated phase of the DPOAE.
D. Analyses
1. Component contribution

To determine the dominant component driving ear canal
phase in the unsuppressed condition, an inverse fast Fourier
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 129, No. 5, May 2011

Since the phase recordings were obtained in three different octave-wide intervals to most effectively cover the frequency range, the individual segments were linked together
to form a continuous phase-frequency function by aligning
segments with a phase shift of 61 full cycle if necessary.
Each individual phase versus frequency function was fitted
using a nonlinear regression model where the functions were
allowed to change along the range of frequencies (spline or
piecewise linear regression, SPSS version 18 for OS X). In
this particular application, the slope of the function was
allowed to change about inflection points (or knots) that are
not fixed in frequency a priori. These knots or junctions indicate significant change in phase slope. Knots were allowed
to roam in an iterative process until the best fit was obtained
for phase-frequency functions from each individual subject
in each suppressor condition. Single- and dual-knot solutions
were compared using the coefficient of determination (R2)
and resulted in mean R2 values of 0.982 and 0.983, respectively. The residuals conformed to the expectations of a normal distribution. Because the two-knot solutions did not
enhance the spline fits to the phase-frequency data, the results
and the statistical tests are based on one-knot analyses.
The knot values for the suppressor and no-suppressor
conditions were compared using a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The slope values of
both the low- and high-frequency segments of the phase-frequency function were analyzed with two-way repeated measures ANOVA.
III. RESULT
A. Component contribution

Figure 1 shows the mean amplitudes of both DPOAE
components in each of three octaves (solid black, gray lines)
61 standard deviation (dashed lines). The distortion component was dominant overall in the DPOAE ear canal recording and showed mean amplitude that was 20 dB higher
than mean reflection component amplitude.
Dhar et al.: Break in distortion phase invariance
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tone reduced its contribution to the ear canal DPOAE
thereby guaranteeing the dominance of the nonlinear component. In the other extreme, when the reflection component
was not contributing significantly in the baseline condition,
the suppressor tone had no effect on the ear canal DPOAE
level or phase.
C. Suppressed versus unsuppressed DPOAE phase

FIG. 1. Mean DPOAE component magnitude for three, octave-wide intervals: 0.5–1 kHz, 1–2 kHz, and 2–4 kHz. The black lines display the nonlinear component from the overlap region around f2, f1 and the gray lines
represent the reflection component from the DP region at 2f1  f2. The
dashed lines outline 61 standard deviation.

B. Effectiveness of suppressor tone

DPOAE level and phase estimates were obtained both
with and without three levels of a suppressor tone, close in
frequency to the DP region. Representative data from two
subjects are presented in Fig. 2. The results obtained without
a suppressor tone are presented in black and the colored
traces represent data obtained with the three levels of suppressor tones. These two subjects were chosen because they
represent two general categories of data. DPOAE level from
subject 01 shows pronounced fine structure, while such fine
structure is absent in data from subject 12. In the case of subject 01, the suppressor gradually reduces both level and
phase fine structure depth, most notably between 1 and
2 kHz though fine structure is not completely eliminated
even for the highest suppressor level. This reduction in fine
structure depth represents the effectiveness of the suppressor
tone in reducing the contribution of the reflection component
from the DP region. The failure of the suppressor to completely eliminate fine structure points to incomplete suppression of the reflection component; however, this is
inconsequential to the purpose of the current experiment.
The suppressor tone was intended as a tool to bias the ear
canal DPOAE signal toward the nonlinear component from
the overlap region. The reduction in fine structure depth in
subject 01 supports the success of this approach in reducing
reflection and establishing the component from the overlap
region as dominant in the ear canal DPOAE recording. The
addition of the suppressor tone smoothed the “saw tooth”
behavior of the phase between 1 and 2 kHz as well as shown
in the bottom left panel of Fig. 2.
In contrast to subject 01, DPOAE level data recorded
from subject 12 do not exhibit marked fine structure. In this
case, the addition of the suppressor tone has little or no effect
on either DPOAE level or phase. These results suggest that
the nonlinear component was dominant in the ear canal in
the baseline condition and the suppressor tone did not alter
this dominance. The results from subject 01 and 12 taken together provide strong evidence that the suppressor tone
served its purpose effictively; that is, when a reflection component was present in the baseline condition, the suppressor
3118
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Knot frequencies represent the point on the function
where the DPOAE phase-frequency relationship changed
trajectory. Knots were identified using a spline model with
one-knot specified. An example of this solution is schematically represented in Fig. 2, bottom left panel. The circle represents the knot frequency and the flanges represent the
slopes of the two phase segments separated by the knot. The
right, lower panel of Fig. 2 shows an example where an intermediate segment (denoted MF slope) of the phase-frequency function appears to be present and a two-knot
solution is employed. The graphical elements representing
the knot frequency and flanges are displaced from the data
traces to aid visibility.
Statistical analyses were performed on spline fits using
the one-knot solution only because the addition of a second
knot did not enhance the model fits. The mean knot frequencies and phase slopes for the one-knot solutions are presented in Table I. Individual and mean knot frequencies are
presented in Fig. 3. The gray circles represent individual
data and the black circle and error bars represent the mean
and 61 standard deviation. The mean knot frequency (without suppressor) was centered around 1.3 kHz.
The mean slope values (cycles/kHz) for the low- and
high-frequency segments of the phase-frequency functions
are presented in Fig. 4. The phase slopes measured for the
segment higher in frequency than the knot are displayed
with square symbols. The slope values for the frequency segment below the knot are displayed with circles. The black
and gray symbols represent the mean and individual data,
respectively. Slope values for the high-frequency segment
approximate zero but none of the conditions is exactly zero,
as would be expected if the cochlea were perfectly scaled.
The slope of phase for the low-frequency segment is considerably steeper and approximates 2.0, corresponding to a
mean phase-gradient delay of 2 ms.
There were no significant differences between knot frequencies established without a suppressor and those established in conditions with a suppressor present. Likewise, the
slope of neither the low- or high-frequency segments were
significantly different when measured with or without suppressor tones. This result indicates that features of the phasefrequency function were the same whether a suppressor
effectively reduced the contribution of the reflection-source
or not. By inference, it is assumed that DPOAE phase versus
frequency functions recorded at moderate levels are driven
by the nonlinear component from the overlap region of the
two stimulus tones.
In summary, a phase discontinuity or “knot” was identified in the phase-frequency functions of all subjects; the
slope of this function above this knot frequency was
Dhar et al.: Break in distortion phase invariance
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FIG. 2. Representative DPOAE level and phase results from two subjects presented in the top and bottom panels, respectively. Data obtained without a suppressor tone and with three levels of suppressors are presented in different colors in each panel. A one-knot spline model is schematically presented in the bottom left panel with the knot and short lines representing the slopes of the low- and high-frequency segments. A two-knot model is presented in the bottom
right panel.

approximately zero. The slope was steeper in the low-frequency segment and approximated phase-gradient delays of
2.0 ms. Importantly, a suppressor tone did not influence the
frequency of the knot or the slope of the low-frequency segment suggesting that this low-frequency phase behavior is
not driven by the reflection component from the DP region.
This finding is consistent with the IFFT analysis which confirms that the distortion source from around the generator
region was the dominant component and thus, determined
the phase characteristics of the ear canal recordings.

a function of frequency over most of the frequency range
(Shera and Guinan, 1999; Talmadge et al., 1999; Shera
et al., 2000; Abdala and Dhar, 2010a). The phase invariance
breaks at low frequencies and phase slope steepens. General
interest in this low-frequency break is related to its putative
origin in apical cochlear mechanics. However, our interest
extends to recent reports of developmental differences in the
phase-gradient of the low-frequency DPOAE phase-frequency function between human newborns and adults

IV. DISCUSSION

The phase of DPOAE recorded with a constant stimulus
frequency ratio has been described as relatively invariant as
TABLE I. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of knot frequencies and slope
values (cycles=kHz) for spline modeling on DPOAE phase-frequency functions. The suppressor conditions are represented in the four columns. Standard deviations are encased in brackets below the corresponding mean.
LF ¼ Low frequency; HF ¼ High frequency.
Suppressor level (dB SPL)
Knot frequency (Hz)
SD
LF slope (cycles=kHz)
SD
HF slope (cycles=kHz)
SD

0

45

50

55

1356
[196]
1.98
[0.33]
0.20
[0.14]

1311
[160]
1.96
[0.35]
0.22
[0.16]

1367
[200]
1.97
[0.36]
0.21
[0.14]

1382
[200]
1.92
[0.35]
0.20
[0.14]
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FIG. 3. Knot frequencies derived from the one-knot spline model. The knot
frequency was not constrained a priori. Gray symbols represent individual
data points. Black symbols represent the mean value for each experimental
condition (no-suppressor and suppressors at 45, 50, and 55 dB SPL). The
error bars represent 61 standard deviation.
Dhar et al.: Break in distortion phase invariance
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trip delay through the human middle ear is currently estimated to be around 0.2 ms (Puria, 2003); this, in contrast to
a DPOAE phase-gradient delay in the low-frequencies of
almost 2.0 ms. The middle ear phase data extrapolated from
Puria (2003; Fig. 5) were converted to group delay for the
low-frequency segment of interest here (<1.4 kHz) to estimate its potential contribution to DPOAE phase. The roundtrip middle ear delay was estimated to be 0.46 ms, approximately one-quarter of the observed DPOAE delay in the apical region of the human cochlea. Thus, the break from
invariance observed in DPOAE phase at low frequencies
appears to be cochlear in origin.
FIG. 4. Fitted phase slopes (cycles=kHz) from the one-knot spline model.
The near-zero, high-frequency slopes [squares] represent the segment above
the knot frequency. The low-frequency slope values [circles] represent the
segment below the knot frequency. Gray symbols display individual data
points. Black symbols represent mean values and error bars, 61 standard
deviation.

(Abdala and Dhar, 2010a). The reader is directed to a companion paper dedicated to the exploration of these developmental differences.
The non-zero DPOAE phase observed for low-frequency signals indicates a general break from scaling in the
apical end of the human cochlea (Shera et al., 2000; Dhar
et al., 2002). Several factors may produce or contribute to
this break. Prominent amongst these are the interference
from dual DPOAE components (Kim, 1980), the interactions
between multiple internal reflections (Dhar et al., 2002), and
the possible influence of the middle ear. Though interference
from dual DPOAE components and multiple internal reflections can potentially be dismissed based on empirical observations that the ear canal DPOAE recorded with moderate to
high stimulus levels is generally dominated by the nonlinear
component, which drives its phase behavior (Shera et al.,
2000), the contribution of either factor to the breaking of
DPOAE scale invariance in the low-frequencies has not been
explicitly tested. Also, while this generalization is strongly
supported by data from human adults (Talmadge et al.,
1999; Kalluri and Shera, 2001; Konrad-Martin et al., 2001;
Johnson et al., 2006), it is not clear in newborn ears, a population that has been reported to show an enhanced reflection
contribution (Abdala and Dhar, 2010b). The goal of this
study was to experimentally evaluate these factors and narrow the interpretive space for the companion paper where
the maturation of apical cochlear mechanics is targeted.
A. The middle ear

The role of the middle ear cannot be neglected as it
serves as the essential way station both for stimulus tones
being delivered to the cochlea and the otoacoustic emission
(OAE) delivered back to the ear canal. Clearly, the properties of the middle ear transfer function are bound to impact
the phase characteristics of the DPOAE in a profound manner. However, currently there does not appear to be any evidence that could support a tenfold increase in the round-trip
delay through the middle ear at low frequencies. The round3120
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B. Contributions from reflection

Two possible origins of the noted break in phase invariance, i.e., that DPOAE phase was determined by the phase of
the reflection component or the influence of multiple internal
reflections, have a common root. They are both manifestations of activity triggered at the DP region and hence, can be
eliminated by extinguishing contributions from this region.
Several promising techniques of disentangling the various
components in the ear canal DPOAE signal have been proposed and used in recent times (Heitmann et al., 1998;
Talmadge et al., 1999; Kalluri and Shera, 2001; KonradMartin et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 2006; Vetesnik et al.,
2009). However our goal was simpler than a perfect separation of DPOAE components from the ear canal signal. Given
the fact that the phase of the DPOAE in the ear canal is determined by the dominant component, the task at hand was to
ensure that the nonlinear DPOAE component from the overlap region between the stimulus tones was sufficiently dominant in the ear canal DPOAE signal. By using a suppressor
tone to achieve this goal, a sufficient reduction of any influences of multi-component interaction and multiple internal
reflections was also ensured.
In the present study, three levels of suppressor tone
were used. Data presented by Heitmann et al. (1998) would
suggest that suppressors between 40 and 60 dB SPL are sufficient in reducing or eliminating the reflection component
without interfering with the nonlinear component; However,
variability in the effect of a suppressor tone across subjects
and across frequency within subjects has also been documented (Dhar and Shaffer, 2004). We were spared these
complexities to a great extent, as complete suppression of
the reflection component was not our objective. Thus, suppressor levels were chosen so that they would not interfere
with the nonlinear component but still reduce contributions
of the reflection component. The fact that DPOAE levels
were not significantly altered in subjects, such as subject 12
(Fig. 2, top right panel) supports our choice. The fact that
DPOAE level and phase fine structure was markedly diminished in subjects with prominent fine structure such as subject 01 (Fig. 2, left panels) provides evidence that the
reflection component was reduced along with its influence
on the ear canal DPOAE.
The IFFT results showing the distortion component to
be dominant overall, combined with the ineffectiveness of a
suppressor tone near the DP region in altering the slope of
Dhar et al.: Break in distortion phase invariance
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DPOAE phase, assures us of its origin in the phase of the
nonlinear component. Stated differently, at the moderate
stimulus levels used here, the contribution of the reflection
component to the overall DPOAE is not significant and
hence, does not determine the measured phase. The recorded
DPOAE phase was derived from the nonlinear component
generated in the overlap region between the stimulus tones.
C. Origin of break from cochlear scaling

As Shera et al. (2000) have eloquently pointed out, the
explanation for the low-frequency DPOAE phase behavior
need not be any more complicated than the breaking from
scaling. After all, if the phases of the stimulus tones registered by DPOAE generators do not remain constant, nor can
the phase of the ensuing DPOAE in the ear canal. Not only
is this at the cochlear apex evident in measures of DPOAE
phase, recent reports have documented similar apical-basal
discontinuities in stimulus frequency OAE group delays in
several species (Shera and Guinan, 2003; Shera et al., 2010).
A variety of apical-basal physiological differences have
been reported in the literature. Differences in neural tuning
patterns at low and high frequencies were evident in the earliest reports (Kiang and Moxon, 1974; Liberman, 1978) and
are discussed in detail by Robles and Ruggero (2001). The
expression of approximate cochlear scaling and its breaking
at low frequencies is also evident in some of these early neural tuning reports and continue to be observed and refined
even today (Temchin et al., 2008; Temchin and Ruggero,
2010). To the student of this phenomenology, the basic questions pertain to the existence of scaling in the cochlea and
the reason for its breaking at the apex. Data from the auditory nerve always leaves the possibility of an unknown intermediary operating between cochlear mechanics and the
neural response, as alluded to by Temchin and Ruggero
(2010). This uncertainty can of course be eliminated by simultaneous measurement of mechanical and neural activity
in the same animal (Narayan et al., 1998). Unfortunately,
data such as these are not available from the cochlear apex at
this time.
There are also clear differences in cochlear mechanics
between the base and the apex, including differences in the
nonlinearity of basilar membrane motion (Cooper and
Rhode, 1995), an altered relationship between the movements of the tectorial membrane and sensory hair cells
(Nowotny and Gummer, 2006) and significant deviations in
the mode of energy propagation from the traditional traveling wave (Guinan et al., 2005; Karavitaki and Mountain,
2007b,a).
Interestingly, in some of our subjects, the phase-frequency behavior could be effectively segmented into three
parts: an invariant segment above 2 kHz; a transitional segment between 1 and 2 kHz and a steeply sloping segment
below 1 kHz. The three-segment model did not enhance
the statistical fit significantly, indicating that this demarcation scheme was not as distinct or, perhaps, not present in all
subjects; nevertheless, it may be noteworthy. It is intriguing
that a similar frequency region of transition between distinct
high- and low-frequency behavior has been reported recently
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 129, No. 5, May 2011

in the auditory nerve of the chinchilla (Temchin et al., 2008)
and was evident in the population statistics of a large group
of animals. Here we observe a similar intermediate region
within individual human ears.
V. CONCLUSIONS

By separating DPOAE components and by using a strategic suppressor tone we have eliminated the possibility of
the reflection component from the DP region determining
the phase behavior of the ear canal DPOAE at low frequencies. By extension, we have also provided evidence against
the role of component interference or multiple internal
reflections as the origin of this scaling break. The, noted discontinuity in the ear canal DPOAE phase around 1.3 kHz is
linked to the region near f2 and f1 (the generator or overlap
region) and thus, suggests a break from scaling in the human
cochlea. This establishes an interpretive framework for any
differences in the apical-basal transition frequency or phase
slopes observed across different species or different populations within the same species, such as adults and newborns,
as further explored in the companion paper.
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